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WELCOME TO THE CHARTER
SCHOOL EAST DULWICH
SIXTH FORM
The Sixth Form will build on the school’s inclusive and academically
rigorous curriculum to offer education to students beyond Year 11.
Charter students will be encouraged to love academic life, to think
for themselves, to question the world around them and to debate
and argue with confidence. Teachers at Charter are inspiring and
committed to helping each student achieve their very best. Our teachers
demonstrate outstanding individual scholarship and a contagious
enthusiasm for their subject.
The Charter School East Dulwich is part of the The Charter Schools
Educational Trust. By working together with the very successful sixth
form at The Charter School North Dulwich, we will be able to offer
the expertise, challenge and subject breadth of a large college within
the supportive family environment of a school which knows you as an
individual.

Charter students love
academic life, think for
themselves, question the
world around them and
learn to debate and argue
with confidence.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

We believe that all children have the potential to achieve in school
and deserve the opportunity to succeed, whatever their start in life or
personal circumstances. We have high expectations of our students and
expect them to have high expectations of themselves. We also expect
all students to participate enthusiastically in the extra-curricular life of
the school and to contribute to their community, through volunteering
programmes, peer support and exemplary personal conduct.
All of this will require dedication and hard work – both in and outside of
lessons.
In return, we will work tirelessly to provide students with the support
and encouragement needed in order to achieve their goals.
We want our students to flourish and to develop resilience and
confidence in themselves. We aim to do all that we can to prepare them
for meaningful, happy and satisfying lives, both at school and beyond.
I look forward to welcoming you to our Sixth Form.

			Alexa Davies
			Deputy Headteacher
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CURRICULUM
How many subjects can I choose?
Students choose three subjects. Each subject includes five
hours of lessons per week. Students are also expected to
work independently in their study periods, as well as outside
of school, for at least five hours per subject per week. Some
students opt to study the Extended Project Qualification or a
Further Maths AS alongside their three Level 3 qualifications.
The Charter School East Dulwich offers mainly A levels in the
Sixth Form, and also some vocational subjects. These are all
Level 3 qualifications.
By working together with the successful Sixth Form at The
Charter School North Dulwich, we will be able to offer a
broad and flexible curriculum.

We combine an enjoyment
of academic study with a
lively Sixth Form life that
prepares students for
university, apprenticeships
and the wider world.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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CURRICULUM OPTIONS

At least five 9 to 4 (A* to C) grades at GCSE including in GCSE
English Language and Mathematics.

Which subjects are available?
The Charter School East Dulwich offers mainly A levels in the Sixth Form, and also some vocational subjects.
These are all Level 3 qualifications.

FACULTY OF THE ARTS & HUMANITIES:
“”
FINE ART
(A LEVEL)

MUSIC *
(A LEVEL)

DRAMA
(A LEVEL)

ENGLISH LITERATURE
(A LEVEL)

FRENCH

SPANISH

(A LEVEL)

(A LEVEL)

MEDIA STUDIES *
(A LEVEL)

(A LEVEL)

FACULTY OF BUSINESS:

BUSINESS
(BTEC)

$

€

¥

ECONOMICS*
(A LEVEL)

ex
BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

COMPUTER SCIENCE

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

SPORT

(A LEVEL)

(A LEVEL)

(A LEVEL)

(A LEVEL)

(BTEC)

APPLIED SCIENCE

MATHS

(BTEC)

(A LEVEL)

FURTHER MATHS
(AS & A LEVEL)

?

⌧

(A LEVEL)

HISTORY
(A LEVEL)

What is The Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)?

POLITICS *
(A LEVEL)

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
(A LEVEL)

We advise students to choose subjects based on their interests
and aptitude, as they are likely to do better and enjoy their studies
more if they study subjects for which they have a real passion.
However, please bear in mind that entry to a university course may
be dependent on a student having studied a particular subject, or a
combination of subjects. Do not assume – please check university
websites for the latest entry requirements. The Informed Choices
website contains useful information, which can help with subject
choice: https://www.informedchoices.ac.uk. Please speak to our
experienced Subject Leaders if you need more information or advice.
For some courses at top universities, Mathematics and Further
Mathematics are required. You can study Further Mathematics AS
Level as a fourth choice, alongside three other qualifications.

ICT *

(BTEC)

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES:

GEOGRAPHY

The availability of any chosen subject, or subject combination, will
depend on student demand, staff availability and on timetabling
contingencies. Some subjects will be offered at North Dulwich.

How should I choose my subjects?

FACULTY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY:

(A LEVEL)

Please see further information about course content and GCSE
entry criteria in the Our Courses page of the website (www.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk) or below in the Subject Leaflets.

The EPQ is completed in one academic year, usually Year 12. It is an
opportunity to complete a project on the topic of your choice in the
style of an undergraduate dissertation or by producing an artefact. It
helps to develop skills that are excellent preparation for degree level
study. The EPQ is graded A*-E and is worth up to 28 UCAS points. It
is well regarded by competitive universities.

PHOTOGRAPHY

£

What are the entry requirements?

*

SOCIOLOGY
(A LEVEL)

PSYCHOLOGY
(A LEVEL)

*These subjects are only offered at the North Dulwich site.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

Making a decision is not easy, but the more carefully you consider the
information in the Subject Leaflets, the more likely you are to enjoy
your Sixth Form experience. We offer over 20 A level and vocational
subjects and we do our utmost to enable students to select a
combination of subjects that interests them. Classes with only limited
interest are not viable for timetabled teaching and are therefore
unlikely to run.
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FACULTY OF
THE ARTS &
HUMANITIES
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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FINE ART

DRAMA

What is Fine Art A level?

What is Drama A level?

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»

»

You will learn a variety of Fine Art techniques and
processes through a series of workshops around
different themes.
This is followed by a Personal Investigation on a
theme, issue or concept of your choice which includes
a written response. Lessons are used for tutorials,
critiques and practical skills-development sessions.
Students also develop an investigation on a theme
given by the exam board and produce an outcome in
timed conditions.

Studying Art at A level allows you to express
your creativity through the development of
ideas, exploration of media and refinement of
skills in your specialist area. Excellent students
will have a genuine interest in the subject
and be willing to visit galleries and museums
independently. They will enjoy trying new things
and taking risks, and enjoy critiquing the work of
others, as well as their own.
* Students studying Art A level cannot also study
Photography A Level

How will I be assessed?
»
»

(A Level)

60% coursework
40% exam

Entry requirements
»

What will I learn?
»

»

»

Theatre Workshop (20%) - Learners participate in
the creation of a reinterpretation of an extract from a
text by WJEC. Learners must use selected techniques
and produce a creative log.
Text in Action (40%) - Learners participate in the
creation, development and performance of two
pieces of theatre, based on a stimulus supplied by
WJEC. One piece uses techniques, the other piece
uses text. Learners also produce a process and
evaluation report.
Text in Performance (40%) - Written Examination: 2
1/2 hours. Based on different texts, one written pre1956 and another written post-1956. Also, a question
based on a specified extract from: The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time.

The WJEC Eduqas A level in Drama and Theatre
is an exciting and inspiring course which
prepares learners for further study in Higher
Education. This highly practical specification
provides learners with the opportunity to work
as either performers and/or designers.

How will I be assessed?

Grade 6 at GCSE Art and Design or a strong
independent portfolio

»

Exam Board: AQA

20% coursework 80% examination

Exam Board: Eduqas

Entry requirements
»

Grade 5 in English and Drama GCSE (or equivalent
level 2 qualification)

Where can Fine Art A level take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Drama take me?

Further reading and watching

If you are interested in any of the Creative Industries
then Art A level can help you get there (advertising
and media; architecture; art; crafts; design; fashion;
film; music; performing arts; publishing; research and
development; software; toys and games; TV and radio;
video games). Studying Art at A Level will provide you
with a comprehensive portfolio to apply to Art colleges
& universities. We would expect many of our students go
on to complete an Art Foundation course.

Think Like an Artist… and Lead a More Creative,
Productive Life - Will Gompertz
The Art of Creative Thinking – Rod Judkins

Drama enhances students’ artistic and creative abilities.
It fosters self discipline, confidence and team work and
develops skills in interpreting, researching, negotiating, &
decision making, useful in all careers. Each year, we expect
a number of students to apply to either study drama at
university, or apply directly to drama schools.

The National Theatre has a youtube channel which is
highly recommended.

Go to see art exhibitions and watch art documentaries

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCUDq1XzCY0NIOYVJvEMQjqw
Of course you are encouraged to visit the theatre when
it is possible.

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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What will I learn?
»
»

»

Drama and poetry texts pre-1900 - texts include
Shakespeare’s The Tempest, Ibsen’s A Doll’s House
and Chaucer’s The Merchant’s Prologue and Tale.
Comparative and contextual study of American
Literature 1880–1940 - core texts include The Great
Gatsby and The Grapes of Wrath and students will
also be expected to read further from the period,
including Huckleberry Finn, Sister Carrie and My
Antonia.
Critical and comparative analysis of three engaging
texts - the poetry text is Carol Ann Duffy’s collection
The World’s Wife, the comparison piece is on
Jeanette Winterson’s Frankissstein and An Octoroon
by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins. These may be subject to
change.
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ENGLISH

FRENCH

(A Level)

(A Level)

What is English Literature A level?

What is French A level?

In studying English Literature, students will
develop into curious and critical readers who
can confidently engage with a wide range
of literature. Students will learn to reach an
understanding of meaning through the close
study of texts, in addition to examining how
context shapes understanding. Reading widely
and ferociously is the key to success in English
Literature.

What will I learn?
»

»
»

How will I be assessed?
»
»
»

How will I be assessed?
»
»

80% of the assessment is exam
20% of the qualification is coursework.

To understand, discuss and write about a variety of
topics which affect contemporary French-speaking
countries such as current issues, artistic culture and
political life. You will explore these through discussion
and writing
How to critically analyse film and literature from
Francophone culture
Advanced translation skills

Listening, reading and writing (50% of A level)
Writing (20% of A level) - Students are assessed on
one text and one film and grammar
Speaking (30% of A level) - Students conduct an
individual research project

French A Level allows you to develop your
linguistic skills to an advanced level through
rigorous practice of the language in the
classroom and at home. In addition, studying
French A Level offers the chance to be
immersed in Francophone literature and
film through looking at iconic works which
span the centuries. At the same time, you
will also have the opportunity to gain an indepth understanding of the contemporary
topics related to the societies of Francophone
countries.

Entry requirements

Exam Board: OCR

»

Grade 6 in GCSE French

Exam Board: AQA

Entry requirements
»

Grade 6 in English Language and Literature GCSEs.

Where can English Literature take me?

Further reading and watching

Through literature, we can access ideas, thoughts and
contexts which are entirely different from our own; this
encourages students to develop empathy, curiosity and
critical thinking skills.

Reading these texts would improve your understanding
of theme, form and genre: Charlotte Brontë - Jane Eyre;
J.D. Salinger – Catcher in the Rye; Alice Walker - The Color
Purple; J.M. Coatzee – Disgrace; Jeanette Winterson - Why
Be Happy When You Could Be Normal?; Arthur Miller - The
Crucible; Bernadine Evaristo - Girl, Woman, Other.
We suggest you can watch plays at any given
opportunity. Access a wide range of plays at https://
www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/learning/national-theatrecollection .

The skills acquired in studying English Literature are
many. On one hand, the imaginative and discursive
elements of the course would be helpful in any Arts
degree or creative industry; on the other hand, the ability
to interpret, control and deploy language effectively is
empowering on every level. The qualification is highly
regarded by all universities.
www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

Where can French take me?

Further reading and watching

The ability to speak another language is highly sought
after by employers, especially in our increasingly globalised
world. You may go on to study French or another subject
alongside French at university, in addition to being able
to use the linguistic skills gained to further study of other
languages.

French Literature: A Very Short Introduction - John D.
Lyons
French online newspaper for advanced practice :
www.lemonde.fr
www.lefigaro.fr
A guide to French cultural events taking place in London
www.franceinlondon.com
Listen to French radio station aimed at French speakers
living in and around London
www.frenchradiolondon.com
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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SPANISH

MEDIA STUDIES

What is Spanish A level?

What is Media Studies A level?

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»

»
»

To understand, discuss and write about a variety of
topics which affect contemporary Spanish-speaking
countries such as current issues, artistic culture and
political life. You will explore these through discussion
and writing
How to critically analyse film and literature from
Spanish culture
Advanced translation skills

How will I be assessed?
»
»
»

Listening, reading and writing (50% of A level)
Writing (20% of A level) - Students are assessed on
one text and one film and grammar
Speaking (30% of A level) - Students conduct an
individual research project

Spanish A Level allows you to develop your
linguistic skills to an advanced level through
rigorous practice of the language in the
classroom and at home. In addition, studying
Spanish A Level offers the chance to be
immersed in Hispanic literature and film
through looking at iconic works which span
the centuries. At the same time, you will also
have the opportunity to gain an in-depth
understanding of the contemporary topics
related to the societies of Hispanic countries.

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»
»

Issues and debates in the media.
Analysis of media products.
Coursework - Creating a cross-media product for an
intended audience.

How will I be assessed?
»
»

70% examination
30% coursework

Entry requirements
» Grade 5 in English Language and Literature and 6 in
Media (if studied)

*This will be studied only at The Charter
School North Dulwich site.

Entry requirements
»

Grade 6 in GCSE Spanish

Past and present students say: “Media is really
interactive; you get to film and edit your own
work as well as all the academic stuff…” “It’s a
very diverse subject; you have to think behind
the headlines and the images we are being
presented with...” “I love the discussions we
have – it’s a media dominated world, we need
to understand it…” “I have just completed a
documentary film on diversity in Ethiopia I’m
currently working with an NGO called Football
Beyond Borders and starting up a visual ad
company with a friend. It all started with Media
Studies in Charter!”

Exam Board: AQA

Exam Board: AQA

Where can Spanish take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Media Studies take me?

Further reading and watching

The ability to speak another language is highly sought
after by employers, especially with our increasingly
globalised world. You may go on to study Spanish or
another subject alongside Spanish at university, in addition
to being able to use the linguistic skills gained to develop
into further study of other languages.

Read national websites or newspapers like ABC, El
Mundo, El País, La Vanguardia, Cambio 16 and Muy
Interesante.

Media helps you to think critically about the world
around you. There are a huge number of media-related
degrees that students can go on to complete, including
in journalism, film studies and production. The media
industry has a wealth of job opportunities.

Beginning Theory, Barry - The Cinema Book, Cook

Read any books about Spain that you can find, even if
they are in English. Books like Dave Boling’s Guernica and
Victoria Hislop’s The Return give you an insight into Spain
at the time of the Civil War.

La Haine, A Prophet, Scott Pilgrim vs the World, Pulp
Fiction, The General, City of God, Ammores Perros, Raging
Bull, Battleship Potemkin

Watch any Spanish-speaking series and films, e.g. those by
director Almódovar.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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MUSIC

PHOTOGRAPHY

What is Music A level?

What is Photography A level?

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»
»

Listening & Appraising (written aural examination)
Performance – Solo and ensemble programme (10
minutes)
Composition – a choice of brief set by the exam
board and one free composition.

How will I be assessed?
»
»
»

Written exam – 40%
10 minute performance – 35%
Composition – 25%

(A Level)

Music is constantly evolving, inspiring creativity
and expression. You will have the chance to
study a wide range of musical genres. You will
enjoy listening, performance and composition in
new and engaging ways, and make links to the
world around us. You will explore many music
styles, skills and instruments and foster a love of
all music. To do well at this A level you need to
commit to daily practise of your instrument and
participate in extracurricular activities where
possible.

What will I learn?
»
»

»

You will learn a variety of Photography techniques
and processes through a series of workshops around
different themes.
This is followed by a Personal Investigation on a
theme, issue or concept of your choice which includes
a written response. Lessons are used for tutorials,
critiques and practical skills-development sessions.
Students also develop an investigation on a theme
given by the exam board and produce an outcome in
timed conditions.

How will I be assessed?

Entry requirements
» Grade 6 at GCSE music, or grade 5-plus in practical
music and working to gain grade 5 in music theory
» Students should also be having instrumental or vocal
lessons – in or out of school

»
»

*This will be studied only at The Charter
School North Dulwich site.

*Students studying Photography A level cannot
also study Art A Level

Entry requirements
»

Exam Board: AQA

60% coursework
40% examination

Students will be introduced to a variety
of experiences that explore a range of
photographic media, techniques and processes.
They will be taught both traditional and new
technologies. Students will explore relevant
images, artefacts and resources relating to a
range of art, craft and design, from the past and
from recent times, including European and nonEuropean examples. Excellent students will have
a genuine interest in the subject and be willing
to visit galleries and museums independently.
They will enjoy trying new things and taking
risks, and enjoy critiquing the work of others, as
well as their own.

Grade 5 at GCSE Art and Design or a strong
independent portfolio.

Exam Board: AQA

Where can Music take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Photography A Level take me?

Further reading and watching

A level music is a requirement for a music degree which
can lead to a range of exciting career options, including
becoming a professional musician, a sound technician, a
music therapist or a teacher.

A History of Western Music, Pauly, Palisa and Grout

We would expect many of our students to go on to
complete an Art Foundation course. Creative skills and
the ability to visualise new ideas can be useful in many
career areas such as arts, crafts and design, broadcast
media and performing arts, journalism and publishing.

It is important to have an understanding of contemporary
photography and photographers, so going to exhibitions,
researching artists and watching photography
documentaries would aid comprehension and broaden
vocabulary.

History of music, Bennett
The Story of Music, Goodall
History of Music in Sound, Rhinegold

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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BUSINESS
(BTEC)

What is a Business BTEC?
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»

»

Exploring Business (25%) – assessed via three pieces
of coursework in the format of business reports and
a presentation.
Marketing (25%) – assessed via a controlled
assessment over a number of lessons.
Finance (33%) – assessed via an external exam.
Work experience (17%) – students will complete 40
hours of work experience, and complete coursework
tasks relating to this, including preparing for and
reflecting on the placement.
Trips – students who take this course will go on
a variety of trips to businesses to get hands-on
experience.

Business BTEC Extended Certificate is a Level
3 Qualification equivalent to one A-Level. It
is designed for students who are interested
in learning about the business sector. You will
learn lots of skills such as personal organisation,
producing reports, and preparing presentations.
You will also have the opportunity to use your
initiative and be creative. This course is ideal for
a student who enjoys working in teams, leading
a team, and debating issues.

How will I be assessed?
»
»

FACULTY OF
BUSINESS

42% coursework
58% examinations

Entry requirements
»
»

Exam Board: Pearson

5 GCSE grades 9-4, including a grade 4 in both English
Language and Maths
You do not need to have previously studied business

Where can Business take me?

Further reading and watching

Understanding how businesses work is particularly useful
as most students will end up working for, or running their
own, business at some point in their lives. Students can
go on to study business-related degrees at university and
then go onto jobs in fields such as business development,
marketing, HR, recruitment, banking, and industrial
relations.

If you’re interested in working in business, but you’re
not sure what, the National Careers website has some
excellent information:
https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/job-categories/
business-and-finance

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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ECONOMICS
(A Level)

What is Economics A level?
What will I learn?
Students will learn about micro and
macroeconomics, as well as exploring different economists
and the assumptions underpinning their work.
The A Level course is split into two parts.
»

»

Markets and market failure - This is primarily about
microeconomics including models such as demand
and supply, perfect competition, monopoly, the
operation of the price mechanism and the causes of
market failure.
The national and international economy - This
is primarily about macroeconomics, including
government economic objectives and the monetary,
fiscal and supply side policies used to achieve these;
globalisation and trade and the financial markets.

* This will be studied only at the North
Dulwich site.

How will I be assessed?
»

In Economics, students will apply economic
theory to current economic problems
and issues, and try to appreciate the
interrelationships between microeconomics
and macroeconomics. The content takes into
account fundamental advances and changes
in economic ideas such as behavioural
economics, importance of financial markets
and development economics, so that students
can relate what they are learning to the world
around them.

100% examination – 3 papers of 2 hours each

WE ARE CURIOUS
WE ARE CREATIVE
WE ARE COURAGEOUS
WE ARE CARING

Exam Board: AQA

Entry requirements
» Grade 6 in both Maths and English GCSEs
*Students do not need to have studied economics at GCSE

Where can Economics take me?

Further reading and watching

Economics is about choice and the impact of our choices
on each other. It relates to every aspect of our lives,
from the decisions we make as individuals or families to
the structures created by governments and firms. The
economic way of thinking can help students make better
choices as both citizens and workers. Each year, a number
of our students will opt to study economics-related
courses at university. An economics degree opens up a
huge number of career opportunities.

You are encouraged to read and engage with the news.
The Financial Times has an excellent youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/FinancialTimesVideos

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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BIOLOGY
(A Level)

What is Biology A level?
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»
»
»

Breadth in biology - A detailed study into the
basic principles in Biology – Cell structure, biological
molecules and cellular organisation.
Depth in biology - Introduction to diversity and
evolution, exchange surfaces and transport.
Development of practical skills in biology - Basic
skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation.
Biological processes - Further study on exchange and
transport, communications, homeostasis and energy.
Biological diversity - Extended study of biodiversity,
evolution and disease, along with genetics, evolution
and ecosystems.
Unified biology - Structured questions and extended
response questions covering theory and practical
skills.

Biology is the study of life itself, from the
complex interactions of organisms in an
ecosystem to the biochemistry of DNA and
proteins. Biology is central to many major
scientific disciplines such as Biochemistry,
Biotechnology and Biophysics. Throughout your
studies you will learn the biological basis of
issues ranging from HIV to cancer. You will also
develop practical and analytical skills and debate
the ethical issues that are central to the modern
biologist. You should consider biology A level
if you are interested in making links between
topics you have learnt about at GCSE and if you
enjoy reading about scientific developments in
the news.

How will I be assessed?

FACULTY OF
SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY

»

100% exam (11% Multiple Choice)

Exam Board: OCR

Entry requirements
»

Two grade 7s in combined Science or Triple Science
(must have 7 in Biology)

Where can Biology take me?

Further reading and watching

If you love Biology A level you might want to study
biological sciences, biochemistry, biology, psychology or
human sciences. A scientific A level is also an excellent
grounding for any degree. Biology A level is required for
medicine, dentistry and veterinary science degrees.

Genome: The Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters
- Matt Ridley
The Seven Daughters of Eve - Brian Sykes
There are always new developments in biology so reading
the science pages of a quality newspaper will also be
excellent A Level preparation.

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS

What is Chemistry A level?

What is Physics A level?

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»

»
»

Breadth in chemistry - A detailed study into the basic
principles – Atomic structure, chemical bonding and
the Periodic Table.
Depth in chemistry - Organic chemistry, basic
physical chemistry and environmental chemistry.
Development of practical skills in chemistry - Basic
skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation.
Periodic table, elements and physical chemistry
- Further physical chemistry, taking a quantitative
viewpoint and in-depth study of the Transition
Elements on the Periodic Table.
Synthesis and analytical techniques - Taking organic
chemistry further and studying modern analytical
techniques.
Unified chemistry - Structured questions and
extended response questions covering theory and
practical skills.

(A Level)

Chemistry is the study of why reactions happen.
Chemistry is fundamental to life, explaining
phenomena from how we can power the
modern world, to why we can see colour to
how DNA and proteins interact. Throughout
your studies you will learn the chemistry of
topics ranging from the synthesis of aspirin to
the interactions that have shaped life on Earth.
You should consider Chemistry A level if you
enjoy both conducting and explaining practical
investigations and want to delve deeper into the
“why” behind every chemical reaction.

What will I learn?
»
»
»
»
»
»

How will I be assessed?
»

How will I be assessed?
»

»

Entry requirements
»

100% examination (11% multiple choice)

Entry requirements

Exam Board: OCR

100% Examination

Breadth in Physics – a detailed study into the basic
principles in Physics – physical quantities, units, scalars,
vectors and measurements
Depth in Physics - Introduction to Quantum Physics
encompassing energy and waves and basic Physics on
forces
Development of practical skills in Physics - Basic
skills of planning, implementing, analysis and evaluation
Modelling Physics - Detailed study of forces and
motion, along with Newtonian world and astrophysics
Exploring Physics - Extended study of electrons,
waves and photons, particles and medical physics
Unified Physics - Structured questions and extended
response questions covering theory and practical skills

A level Physics allows students to appreciate
how fundamental Science works. A level Physics
builds on the concepts and skills developed in
the Physics GCSE.

Exam Board: OCR

Two grade 7s in Combined Science or Triple Science
(must have 7 in physics) & grade 7 in Maths

Two grade 7s in Combined Science or Triple Science
(must have 7 in Chemistry) & grade 6 in Maths

Where can Chemistry take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Physics take me?

If you love Chemistry A level you might want to
study chemistry, chemical engineering, pharmacology,
biochemistry, medicinal sciences. Many chemists also go
into patent law. Chemistry A level is also an excellent
grounding for any degree discipline. Chemistry A level is
required for medicine, dentistry and veterinary science
degrees.

Seven elements that have changed the world - John
Browne

Physics is a seriously useful subject for the majority of STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths) careers and you’ll
find physicists everywhere, in industry, transport, government,
universities, the armed forces, the secret service, games
companies, research labs and more.

What if? Serious Scientific Answers to Absurd
Hypothetical Questions - Randall Munroe

Physics is especially helpful for jobs that involve building things
and developing new technologies, including: engineering

(flight, buildings, space, you name it…), astronomy, robotics,
renewable energies, computer science, communications, space
exploration, science writing, sports and games technology,
research and nanotechnology (that’s engineering on a seriously
tiny molecular scale). Ultimately an A level in physics can take
you anywhere; it shows that you are hard-working and logical
with an ability to clearly understand and grapple with complex
problems, inside and outside of physics.
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MATHEMATICS

APPLIED
SCIENCE

(A Level)

What is Mathematics A level?

(BTEC)
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»

Principles and Applications of Science 1 – mandatory
- assessed externally
Practical Scientific Procedures and Techniques –
mandatory - assessed internally
Scientific Investigation Skills – mandatory - assessed
externally
Physiology of Human Body systems - assessed
internally

How will I be assessed?
»

A combination of a portfolio and externally assessed
examinations.

What is Applied Science BTEC?

What will I learn?

The BTEC (Pearson) Level 3 National Extended
Certificate in Applied Science (equivalent to
one A level) is for anyone who sees their future
career in Science. It is designed for learners
who are interested in science alongside other
fields of study, with a view to progressing to
a wide range of higher education courses. All
universities, including Russell Group, accept this
qualification.

»
»
»
»

»
»

Entry requirements
»

To develop your skills of reasoning and deduction.
To pay attention to detail and work methodically.
How to break down complex problems into small,
manageable steps.
Pure maths: Coordinate Geometry and Calculus,
using trigonometric identities to solve problems
and introduces the use of Logarithms, and series,
numerical methods
Statistics: Probability and data presentation and
interpretation, sampling and distributions and
hypothesis testing
Mechanics: Quantities and units in Mechanics,
Kinematics, forces and Newton’s Laws of motion and
moments.

Mathematics at A Level continues the learning
of many topics that you meet at GCSE and aims
to deepen your understanding of the subject. It
provides students with even greater challenge
in solving problems and it introduces new areas
of the field that students will not have yet met.
It is a versatile qualification and an essential A
level for many degree courses (for the most
competitive science, technology, engineering and
mathematics degree courses, A level maths is a
requirement). It is also needed for many finance
and economics courses.

How will I be assessed?

Combined Science Grades 4-4

»

Entry requirements
» Minimum of grade 7 in GCSE mathematics

Exam Board: Pearson

Where can Applied Science take me?

Further reading and watching

Two of the most popular career pathways
following studying Applied Science are
Midwifery and Nursing. It could also be part
of a programme of study which leads to
engineering, sport psychology, or environmental
science courses.

If you’re interested in working in science, but
you’re not sure what, the National Careers
website has some excellent information:
https://nationalcareers.service.gov.uk/jobcategories/science-and-research

www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

100% examination (three 2-hour exams)

Exam Board: Edexcel

Where can Mathematics take me?

Further reading and watching

It provides a firm foundation for all scientific, technical,
engineering and mathematical careers and a flying start
for many other types of career, such as those in finance,
medicine, agriculture … etc. The list is endless!

Numberphile youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/numberphile

Maths is regularly the most popular A Level - which is
unsurprising given that, on average, people with a maths A
Level earn 11% more than those without!

Oxford Mathematics youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLnGGRG__
uGSPLBLzyhg8dQ
Nrich puzzles for students:
https://nrich.maths.org/secondary

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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Teachers at Charter are
inspiring and committed
to helping each student
achieve their very best.
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FURTHER MATHS

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY

(A Level)

(A Level)

What is Further Maths A level?
What will I learn?
» Complex Numbers
» Roots and coefficients of polynomial equations up to
quartic equations
» Matrices
» Proof by induction
» Geometrical problems
» Sums of series
» Maclaurin series including awareness of validity
» Vectors
» Calculus
» Integration where integrand extends to infinity
» Volumes of revolution
» Mean value of a function
» Integration
» Polar coordinates including area enclosed by polar
curve
» Hyperbolic functions
» First and Second Order differential equations
» Simple harmonic motion equation
How will I be assessed?
» 100% examination (4 papers at A level, 2 at AS level)

You will learn to develop an understanding of
the rigour and technical accuracy needed for
more advanced study of mathematics.
You will learn basic concepts in kinematics,
statics and dynamics which underlie the study of
mechanics and you will become more adept in
the skills of statistical analysis.

What will I learn?
»
»
»

What is Design Technology A level?

Core technical principles
Core designing and making principles
Additional specialist knowledge

How will I be assessed?
»
»

50% examination – 2 papers of 2 hours each
50% coursework – a single project with brief and
context to be decided by the student after discussion
with teachers

This A level requires students to engage in both
practical and theoretical study.
Students will investigate historical, social, cultural,
environmental and economic
influences on design and technology, while
enjoying opportunities to put their
learning into practice by producing products of
their choice.

Entry requirements
»

At least grade 6 in DT, engineering or a related
subject at GCSE

Exam Board: Edexcel

Exam Board: Eduqas

Entry requirements
» Grade 8 in GCSE Maths

Where can Further Maths take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Design Technology take me?

Further reading and watching

Further mathematics introduces new topics such as
matrices and complex numbers that are vital in many
STEM degrees.

Numberphile youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/numberphile

This creative and thought-provoking qualification gives
students the practical skills, theoretical knowledge and
confidence to succeed in a number of careers, especially
those in the creative industries.

Inclusive design:
https://www.ted.com/talks/sinead_burke_why_design_
should_include_everyone?language=en

If you are planning to take a degree such as engineering,
sciences, computing, or economics, or perhaps
mathematics itself, you may benefit from taking further
mathematics, at least to AS level.

Oxford Mathematics youtube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLnGGRG__
uGSPLBLzyhg8dQ
Nrich puzzles for students:
https://nrich.maths.org/secondary

Students will gain a real understanding of what it means
to be a designer, alongside the knowledge and skills
sought by higher education and employers.

Netflix: “Tiny House Nation” and “Abstract design”
BBC iPlayer: “Flatpack Empire”
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COMPUTER
SCIENCE

SPORT
(BTEC)

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

What is Computer Science A level?

The characteristics of contemporary processors,
input, output and storage devices
Software and software development
Exchanging data
Data types, data structures and algorithms
Legal, moral, cultural and ethical issues
Elements of computational thinking
Problem solving and programming
Algorithms to solve problems and standard algorithms

How will I be assessed?
»

Two written exams (40% each) and one computer
programming project (20%)

Computer Science A Level is a practical
subject where students can apply the academic
principles learned in the classroom to realworld systems. It’s an intensely creative subject
that combines invention with logic and the
ability to think critically. This course aims to
give students an understanding and ability to
apply the fundamental principles and concepts
of computer science, including: abstraction,
decomposition, logic, algorithms and data
representation, including writing programs.

What will I learn?
»
»
»
»

GCSE Computer Science Grade 6 (if studied) or
GCSE Mathematics Grade 6

Principles of anatomy and physiology in sport focuses on 5 different systems in the body and how
they are used in sport.
The physiology of fitness - the factors that affect
fitness such as diseases, exercise habits and lifestyle
choices.
Professional Development in the Sports Industry the coursework unit looks at the steps you need to
secure a job in the sports industry.
Practical Sports Performance. This is the coursework
and practical element of the course where you will be
assessed in one team and one individual sport.

The BTEC Level 3 extended certificate in Sport
is a qualification that is the equivalent to an
A Level and furthers your knowledge in both
physiology and health. It enables you to go to
top universities to study sport.

How will I be assessed?
»
»

Entry requirements
»

What is Sport BTEC?

2 exams in Year 12
2 internally assessed coursework units in Year 13

Entry requirements

Exam Board: OCR

»

5 GCSE grades 9-4, including a grade 4 in both English
Language and Maths and grade 5 in Science / Biology

Exam Board: Pearson

Where can Computer Science take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Sport take me?

Further reading and watching

IT consultant, Cybersecurity consultant, Information
systems manager, Database administrator, Multimedia
programmer, Systems analyst, Games developer, Technical
writer.

The Isaac Computer Science platform has high quality
resources for A Level Computer Science:

From this qualification you can opt to go to the top
Universities to study sport or take up internships in
sport. There is a wide range of degree courses in the
sports sector, from sports science, to coaching and
sports psychology. The subject area also offers access
to a huge choice of job roles, from hands-on fitness, to
administration & management and PE teaching or sport
coaching.

BTEC 2016 Specification

https://isaaccomputerscience.org/students

https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/
BTEC-Nationals/Sport/20161/specification-and-sampleassessments/9781446958285_BTEC_NAT_L3_CERT_
SPORTFITNESS_SPEC.pdf
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GEOGRAPHY
(A Level)

What is Geography A level?
What will I learn?
»
»
»
»

Dynamic Landscapes - How and why the physical
environment changes: Tectonic Processes and Hazards
and Landscape Systems, Processes and Change
Dynamic Places - A closer look at how human
geography affects interactions and the built
environment: Globalisation and Shaping Places
Physical Systems and Sustainability - The Water Cycle
and Water Insecurity & The Carbon Cycle and Energy
Security
Human Systems and Geopolitics - Superpowers, the
reasons for shifting economic and political power and
Global Development and Connections

How will I be assessed?
»
»

FACULTY OF
SOCIAL SCIENCES

80% examination
20% independent investigation (coursework)

Geography is the study of the world around
us and it examines the complex, dynamic
relationships between people and the
planet. You will broaden and deepen your
understanding of human and physical geography.
Geography is considered a desirable A Level
subject by university and employers, on
account of the transferable skills and relevant
knowledge that you gain. Geography field work
provides ample opportunities to develop your
independent research skills and your ability to
process and reflect on different types of data.
So, if you are fascinated by the world you live
in and are looking to develop the skills that
universities and employers are looking for,
Geography is the subject for you.

Entry requirements
»

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk

Grade 6 in GCSE Geography and grade 6 in Maths
and English GCSE

Exam Board: Edexcel

Where can Geography take me?

Further reading and watching

Careers include:
Ecologist - Take habitat surveys to decide where
development happens
Contaminated land consultant - Use your investigation
skills to track hazardous chemicals in the environment
Hydrologist - Make decisions and advise the public on
where and how to deal with flood events
Sustainability consultant - Work for TNCs like Nike,
Inditex, Danon and HSBC making decisions about
companies’ future and their impact on people and the
planet

Prisoners of Geography by Tim Marshall
C Dunn, AS/A-Level Geography Student Guide 1:
Tectonic Processes and Hazards; Landscape systems,
processes and change (Phillip Allan 2016)
C Dunn, AS/A-Level Geography Student Guide 2:
Globalisation; Shaping Places (Phillip Allan 2016)
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HISTORY

POLITICS

What is History A level?

What is Politics A level?

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»

»
»

»

African Kingdoms 1400-1800: Songhai, Kongo, Benin,
Oyo and Dahomey - the history of precolonial West
Africa and how the histories of Africa and the world
have interacted for many centuries.
Civil Rights in the USA 1865-1992 - the experiences
and campaigns of African Americans, Native
Americans, women and trade unions.
Modern Britain 1930-1997 - the first part focuses
on Churchill, his role in the Second World War, his
attitudes to empire and involvement in the beginning
of the Cold War and the second part looks at how
Britain and its government changed from 1951-1997.
Coursework: Protest in 20th Century Britain - you
will combine your knowledge of 20th century Britain
and the themes in the Civil Rights unit to research
and produce an extended essay on a 20th century
British protest movement.

(A Level)

History A Level is an opportunity to learn more
about the past and gain a deeper understanding
of issues we face today. This course begins in
pre-colonial Africa before crossing the Atlantic
to look at the experiences of African Americans,
Native Americans, women and trade unionists.
We also look at how Britain changed across
the 20th century. We look at different sources,
from Churchill’s speeches to African art; we also
debate the work of historians. Our hope is that
by the end of the two years you will be able to
put today’s world into context and be prepared
to study history at university.

»

80% examination (15% African Kingdoms, 40% Civil
Rights, 25% Modern Britain)
20% coursework

»
»
»

UK Politics, and Political Ideas - Democracy and
Political participation, Political Parties, Electoral
Systems.
UK Government - UK Constitution, UK Parliament,
UK PM and Executive, Relationship between branches
of Government.
Government and Politics of the USA: a comparative
study with the UK system - US Constitution and
federalism, US Congress, US Presidency, US Supreme
Court and Civil Rights.

Politics A level is the study of contemporary
political structures and issues in their historical
context. You will learn about the changing
nature of politics and the relationships between
political ideas, institutions and processes, You will
also learn about the rights and responsibilities of
individuals and groups. If you are interested in,
and engaged with, contemporary politics this is
the A level for you!

How will I be assessed?
»

100% examination (three exams of two hours each)

*This will be studied only at The Charter
School North Dulwich site.

Entry requirements
»

How will I be assessed?
»

What will I learn?

Grade 6 in a Humanities subject and grade 6 in
English

Exam Board: OCR

Exam Board: Edexcel

Entry requirements
» Grade 6 in History and English GCSEs

Where can History take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Politics take me?

Further reading and watching

History A Level is well respected by universities and many
History graduates go on to careers in law, journalism and
government. The topics studied and analytical skills gained
make it a great choice for anyone interested in Law,
Politics, Anthropology and other social sciences.

The History of Africa by Zeinab Badawi
The Golden Rhinoceros by François-Xavier Fauvelle
A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn

Students can go on to study a politics degree. The most
obvious and common career choice for politics graduates
are as a politician or local government officer, but your
skills will also make you highly employable for roles in
public relations, human resources, finance or aid work.

The news: Politics is in the world around us and is
constantly changing so reading a quality newspaper (e.g.
The Guardian, The Telegraph, The Independent, The Times)
each week is vital along with following the news every
day the news every day.

The Crown
Mrs America
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RELIGIOUS
STUDIES

SOCIOLOGY
(A Level)

(A Level)
What will I learn?
»
»
»

What is Religious Studies A level?

Christianity and Philosophy - Ancient philosophical
influences, arguments for God’s existence, the
Problem of Evil, self, death and the afterlife, miracles.
Christianity and Ethics - ethical theories, ethical
issues, such as euthanasia, business ethics, sexual ethics,
ethical language, conscience.
A study of Christianity - Augustine’s teaching
on human nature, the nature of Jesus, death and
the afterlife, liberation theology, the challenge of
secularism.

How will I be assessed?
»

Religious Studies is the study of the different
faiths and beliefs that make up our world. In
religious studies A Level you will learn about
the philosophy of religion and how religion has
responded to key relevant ethical questions. If
you enjoy contributing to discussions about
complex topics, reading and synthesising
information from a number of sources and
arguing key ideas in essays then religious studies
would be a great A Level choice for you.

100% examination – three 2-hour exams

What will I learn?
»
»
»

»

»

Entry requirements
»

What is Sociology A level?

GCSE Grade 6 in both English and a Humanities
subject. No previous study of religious education is
required.

*This will be studied only at The Charter
School North Dulwich site.

Education - Theories of the roles and purpose of
education; differential educational achievement; pupil
subcultures and pupil identity.
Introduction to sociological theories and methods
of enquiry; applying research methods to study of
education.
Family and Households - Changes in family structures
and patterns of marriage, divorce and cohabitation;
roles and relationships; demographic changes;
changing nature of childhood.
Beliefs in Society - Theories of religion; religion as a
source of change, conflict and stability; secularisation
and religion in a globalised society; religious
organisations including sects and cults.
Crime and Deviance - Theories of crime and
deviance; the social distribution of crime; crime
prevention and control; victims of crime.

Sociology is the systematic study of human
society. In Sociology A Level you will learn about
different sociological theories of society, and
you will apply them to answer questions ranging
from: ‘Is religion still important in the UK’ to ‘Are
families still patriarchal?’

How will I be assessed?

Exam Board: OCR

»

Exam Board: AQA

100% examination – three 2-hour exams

Entry requirements
»

Grade 6 in both English and a Humanities subject

Where can Religious Studies take me?

Further reading and watching

Where can Sociology take me?

Further reading and watching

With Religious Studies A Level you could go on to study
a wide range of degrees, in particular politics, history,
law, sociology, philosophy, ethics, religion and theology,
medicine, education and media. The combination of
logical critical thinking and big picture dreaming means
that students are equipped for a variety of technical and
creative roles. Popular routes include law, journalism, social
services, and governmental positions. This A Level is also
highly regarded by employers within these industries.

Humanism: A Beginner’s Guide (Beginner’s Guides) Cave;
Philosophy of Religion: The Big Questions, Stump and
Murray; Reason and Religious Belief, Peterson, Hasker,
Reichenbach and Basinger; The Puzzle of God, Vardy - The
God Delusion, Dawkins; The Greatest Show on Earth: The
Evidence for Evolution, Dawkins; An Introduction to the
Philosophy of Religion (3rd edition), Davies; The Miracle
of Theism, Mackie; The Evolution of the Soul Revised
Edition, Swinburne

With Sociology A Level you could go on to study almost
any degree. If you loved the A Level you might want to
particularly consider in particular undergraduate degrees
in Sociology, Politics, Psychology, Criminology, History or
English. Sociology is a very popular subject at degree level.
The traditional occupation for sociology graduates has
been social work or some other form of public sector
welfare work such as the probation service. However in
practice sociology graduates go into a much wider range
of jobs, including human resources, journalism, marketing
and teaching.

Chavs: The demonization of the working class – Owen
Jones
Living Dolls: The Return of Sexism – Natasha Walter
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The news: Politics is in the world around us and is
constantly changing so reading a quality newspaper (e.g.
The Guardian, The Telegraph, The Independent, The Times)
each week is vital along with following the news every
day the news every day.
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YOUR NEXT STEPS
RESEARCH
Research the subjects you wish to study.
Ask your teachers, past and current
students and talk to our careers service
about which courses are right for you.

Psychology
(A Level)

What is Psychology A level?
What will I learn?
»
»
»

Introductory Topics in Psychology - Social influence,
Memory, Attachment and Psychopathology
Psychology in Context - Approaches in Psychology,
Biopsychology, Research Methods, Issues and Debates
in Psychology
Issues and Options in Psychology - Relationships,
Schizophrenia and Forensic Psychology

How will I be assessed?
»

If you are interested in understanding how
people think, feel and behave then Psychology
A Level is the course for you! You will learn
about different psychological approaches such
as social, cognitive, developmental and biological
psychology and you will explore these through
exploring a range of topics. You will also study
psychological research methods and analyse the
results of experiments and data.

100% exam - All sections include multiple choice,
short answers and extended writing

You can choose 3 subjects.

•

Each subject includes: 5
hours lessons per week and
5 hours independent study

•

Some students opt to
study the Extended Project
Qualification or a Further
Maths AS alongside their
three level 3 qualifications.

APPLY
Once you have chosen your preferred
courses, you can apply online via our
website chartereastdulwich.org.uk/

Entry requirements
»

•

At Charter School East
Dulwich we offer A levels
in the Sixth Form, and also
some vocational subjects.

Grade 6 or above in English Language/Literature and
grade 5 in Maths

Exam Board: AQA

Where can Psychology take me?

Further reading and watching

This A Level is excellent preparation for a degree in
Psychology, the sciences and social sciences. Psychology
can also lead to a huge range of careers including
Occupational, Clinical, Educational and Forensic
Psychology as well as Medicine, Counselling, Teaching and
Broadcasting and Advertising.

The man who mistook his wife for a hat – Oliver Sacks
Prozac Nation – Elizabeth Wurtzel
One flew over the cuckoo’s nest – K. Kesey
Genie: a scientific tragedy – R. Rymer
Obedience to authority - Stanley Milgram

PASTORAL CARE
You will have:
• A dedicated tutor to support your transition into
sixth form
• Access to a our bespoke Personal Social Health
Education Programme
• Regular wellbeing workshops to support sixth
form life
• Access to our Child Psychologist and Counselling
Team.

ENRICHING EXPERIENCES
You will have the opportunity to
participate in the extra-curricular life of the
school. Choose from a range of activities
including sports and fitness, school council,
debate club, history symposium, among
many others.

The Charter School
East Dulwich | Sixth Form
www.eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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E

We advise students to
choose subjects based
on their interests and
aptitude, as they are likely
to do better and enjoy
their studies more if they
study subjects for which
they have a real passion.
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ENRICHING
EXPERIENCES

47

All students have the opportunity to extend their studies by
attending enrichment classes or by participating in extra-curricular
enrichment opportunities, some of which are delivered in partnership
with The Charter School North Dulwich.
Every student is expected to participate in the extra-curricular life
of the school and will have the opportunity to choose from a range
of activities designed to build character, develop wider interests and
acquire life skills. Examples include sports and fitness, school council,
debate club, history symposium, among many others.
There are also opportunities to take part in competitions by
organisations such as Nasa, Transport for London and mock trials
organised by Smart Law. There will also be a wide range of trips –
from theatre productions to university visits to art galleries.

WE ARE CURIOUS
WE ARE CREATIVE
WE ARE COURAGEOUS
WE ARE CARING

We employ Independent Careers Advisors and a Careers Lead to
deliver our bespoke careers advice.
At the end of Year 12, students have the opportunity to participate
in work experience. Students also have support throughout their
time at Sixth Form with developing personal CVs and applications for
universities and apprenticeships.

By working together with North Dulwich,
we will be able to offer a wider range of
enrichment opportunities

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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By working together with
North Dulwich, we will
be able to offer a wider
range of enrichment
opportunities
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PASTORAL CARE
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We recognise that being a sixth former can be stressful at times, so
we endeavour to make sure you are supported every step of the
way.
We strive to foster student wellbeing and develop the resilience and
character that we believe are fundamental to students being happy
and successful members of society. Central to this is students’ ability
to believe that they can achieve goals, both academic and personal; to
stick to tasks that will help them achieve those goals, even when the
reward may be distant or uncertain; and to recover from knocks and
challenging periods in their lives.
Every sixth former will be allocated a Tutor to support with the
transition from Year 11 to Year 12 and who focuses on wellbeing
and progress. Tutor groups meet every day to take the register as
well as once a week for an hour to undertake our bespoke Personal
Social Health Education (PSHE) programme. This weekly session also
includes a range of talks, presentations and workshops which guide
students through sixth form and prepare them for later life.

WE ARE CURIOUS
WE ARE CREATIVE
WE ARE COURAGEOUS
WE ARE CARING

We also employ a Child Psychologist and Counselling Team on site to
support students further with their wellbeing.
OUR PASTORAL OFFER, FOR YOU
» A dedicated tutor to support your transition into sixth form
» Access to a our bespoke Personal Social Health Education
Programme
» Regular wellbeing workshops to support sixth form life
» Access to our Child Psychologist and Counselling Team

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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We strive to foster
student wellbeing and
develop the resilience
and character that we
believe are fundamental
to students being happy
and successful members
of society.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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FACILITIES
The Charter School East Dulwich is housed in a new, multi-million
pound campus designed by FCB Studios, one of the country’s
most experienced and respected architectural practices working in
education.
The campus occupies most of the site formerly belonging to the East
Dulwich Community Hospital on East Dulwich Grove. Construction
of the campus is spread over two phases in order to allow essential
medical services to relocate from the remaining hospital facilities into
the new health centre developed on the same site.
Phase 1 was completed in December 2018. Completed facilities
include the vast majority of classrooms and specialist facilities for
the study of subjects such as science, design technology and art and
design, plus all of our indoor sports facilities and catering. There is
a Sixth Form only Cafe and a Sixth Form only study space which is
supervised for Independent Study periods.
In Phase 2, which is due to be completed in Autumn term 2021, a
large state-of-the-art music suite and drama studio will be added
to our already outstanding facilities. There will also be an impressive
social and study space for sixth formers.

eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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Buildings due to be completed in Phase 2

Sports hall

DT workshops

Large and well designed communal areas
The Sixth Form Cafe
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UNIVERSITY,
APPRENTICESHIPS
AND CAREERS
Students will have access to Unifrog, an online platform which
brings all the available information into one single, impartial, userfriendly platform that helps students to make the best choices
about universities, courses, apprenticeships, and submit the strongest
applications.
We employ Independent Careers Advisors and a Careers Leader to
deliver our bespoke careers programme.
The Charter School East Dulwich will build on the success of North
Dulwich Sixth Form where students access the very best universities
in the UK, including Oxbridge and Russell Group universities.
Students will be guided through the UCAS application process every
step of the way by our experienced and expert team.

The Charter School East
Dulwich will build on
the success of North
Dulwich Sixth Form where
students access the very
best universities in the UK.
eastdulwichsixthform.org.uk
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APPLY
To make sure you have all the information you need about us, and
to help you make the best decisions for your future, we have a
comprehensive application process.

1 VISIT
Visit Us
» Watch our virtual Open
Evening videos on the
website.
» We may also be able to
arrange personal tours
around the campus
in future, subject to
government advice.

2 APPLY

3 DISCUSS

Application Discussion Day
Apply
» Complete an application
» Held in Spring 2021
» This will include a
form online.
discussion about your
Entry Requirements:
subject choices, and a
» At least five 9 to 4 (A*
chance for you to ask
to C) grades at GCSE
questions. The date will
including in GCSE
be confirmed on the Key
English Language and
Dates for Application page
Mathematics.
on our website.
» This will include: personal
details, predicted grades,
curriculum preferences,
value-related questions
and reference details.
» Please see Our Courses
pages on the website or
the Subject pages in this
booklet to see the specific
entry requirements for
each subject.
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4 OFFER
Offer
» We will contact you with
confirmation of your offer.
» Every offer will be
conditional on meeting
the required entry
requirements in your
GCSEs.  

5 TRY

Th
Ea
6 JOIN

Taster Day in Summer 2021 Join Us
» Enrolment on GCSE
» There will be taster
results day in August 2021
lessons for all subjects
to help students make
» In the event of overthe right subject choices.
subscription on enrolment
Students are strongly
day, in addition to
the minimum entry
advised to attend these
requirements, our
lessons. The date will be
confirmed on the Key
admissions policy will be
adhered to.
Dates for Application page
» Induction
on our website.
» You will become a
member of The Charter
School East Dulwich Sixth
Form!
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Sixth Form FAQ
How hard is Sixth Form study?
The A in A level means advanced which means Sixth Form study is harder than
any of your GCSEs. However, you will have chosen your subjects so hopefully
your love for your subject will help you to be successful.

ABOUT THE CHARTER SCHOOLS EDUCATIONAL TRUST

How many subjects can I choose?
Students choose 3 subjects. Each subject includes five hours of lessons per week.
Students are also expected to work in their Independent Study periods, as well
as outside of school, for a minimum of five hours per subject per week. Some
students opt to study the Extended Project Qualification or a Further Maths AS
alongside their three level 3 qualifications.

We are a family of inclusive primary and secondary schools in
Southwark London. All our schools are rated good or outstanding
by Ofsted and provide safe, focused and inspiring environments for
learning and for children and young people to grow and thrive. Each
school is unique and offers something special to meet the needs of
the communities they serve yet we are all committed to our core
values of excellence, inclusion and community.

What is the difference between an A level and an AS level?
An A level is studied over 2 years and examined at the end of Y13. An AS level
is studied over 1 year and examined at the end of Y12. We only offer Further
Maths AS level.
Are vocational qualifications (BTECS and OCR Cambridge Nationals) the
same as A level?
They are equivalent to each other but vocational qualifications include more
coursework. Many A levels are 100% exams. Vocational grades are Pass, Merit
or Distinction (rather than A-E grades). In terms of University, a Pass is the
equivalent of a grade E, a merit the equivalent of a grade C and a Distinction the
equivalent of a grade A.

Our Multi-Academy Trust was founded over 10 years ago by parents
of The Charter School North Dulwich. We have continued to grow
in size and reach, including the establishment and development of this
school, Charter School East Dulwich, on one of the largest school
construction sites in the country.

Are some A level subjects considered better than others?
People worry that certain Universities have a secret list of A level subjects they
prefer, but the reality is that all A-level subjects are of value. We advise students
to choose subjects based on their interests and aptitude. Some university courses
will require specific subjects. Top universities like Oxford and Cambridge and
Russell Group universities like certain combinations of subjects. The Informed
Choices website contains useful information, which can help with subject choice:
https://www.informedchoices.ac.uk.

We are now also home to London South Teaching School Alliance
and Charles Dickens Research School. Both these renowned
organisations provide teacher development and training, research
programmes and leadership support to enable us to be at the cutting
edge of what makes great teaching and learning in schools.

What do I do if I don’t get the grades for my course choices?
When you come to your enrolment, you will have the chance to discuss your
results and your course choices with a member of the Sixth Form team. If they
feel your grades indicate that you wouldn’t be able to cope with your preferred
courses, they will try to offer you alternatives that will enable you to progress
successfully.

We work to create ambitious and successful schools which provide
every child and young person with the knowledge, skills and
character to live a life full of opportunity and choice.

Am I allowed to change subjects in September?
Once timetables are given to students there is limited availability during the first
2 weeks of term to change subjects. You must complete a form for changing
subjects available from the Sixth Form Team and must be signed by parents, the
subject Head of Department and Head of Sixth Form. Following the first two
weeks of term requests to change subjects will not be considered.
What are Independent Study periods?
Students will have Independent Study periods as part of their Sixth Form
timetable. These should not be regarded as ‘free’ lessons but should be used to
ensure work is completed to deadline, that work is being improved or revision
or wider reading is being undertaken. These areas will usually be supervised by a
member of staff.

An education that inspires change, innovation and a sense of
community.

How do we help the transition of students into the Sixth Form?
We ensure that a number of strategies have been developed to ease the move
into Sixth Form life:
Our Taster Sessions are designed to give students a taste of your subject choices.
Each subject has developed a Summer Homework designed to develop key skills
and knowledge prior to starting in September.
Tutor groups will take part in a number of initial team building activities and
buddying activities to help students bond in their early weeks.
We quickly identify students who need extra help and provide them with 1-2-1
sessions with a learning mentor to help support them with their organisation
which is crucial for success at the Sixth Form
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How long is the school day?
The school day is the same as the rest of the school, however you may not have
subject lessons all day.
Do students have to stay on site for the whole school day?
Sixth form students will receive a timetable which includes subject lessons, tutor
time and supervised study periods. They will also have a number of independent
study periods. Students are able to leave the site doing these sessions, however
in most cases we advise most students to stay on site to complete their work
because there are more spaces and resources available than at home. Students
will need to use an ID card to access and exit the school site. Some students may
wish to go off site at lunchtime.
What are the transport connections?
We are excellently located in the heart of East Dulwich, right next to East
Dulwich train station and all the buses that are routed along Grove Vale, East
Dulwich Grove and Lordship Lane.
What is the dress code?
Sixth formers can wear their own clothes as long as it is appropriate for
school. Please see the ‘Dress Code’ page of the Sixth Form website for more
information. You will be expected to wear a Sixth Form lanyard with an ID card
at all times.
What equipment will students need?
Pens, highlighters, lined paper, folders, and specialist equipment for individual
subjects such as calculators and art materials.
Do sixth formers have their own facilities?
There is a Sixth Form Cafe and a Sixth Form Study Room in B Block. One Phase
2 of the building is completed, there will be a large and impressive Sixth Form
study space and a Sixth Form section in the School Library. Unfortunately, due to
Covid 19, the building work has been delayed until Autumn 2021.
Where are students taught and by whom?
Lessons are taught in B Block which was completed in Phase 1 of building the
new school. Subjects include the arts, humanities, languages and science and
maths. Many of the current teachers of KS3 and KS4 will be the Sixth Form
teachers. We will of course be employing more staff as the school gets larger.
Can Sixth Form students use mobile phones at school?
Sixth Form students are allowed to use their phones within the Sixth Form
facilities. They must not be visible at all on the rest of the school site, in order to
comply with the whole school policy.
What is UCAS?
It stands for Universities and Colleges Admissions Service. This is the organisation
responsible for managing applications to higher education courses in the UK. They
process more than two million applications for full-time undergraduate courses
every year and also help students to find the right course via their excellent
website www.ucas.com
What is a Russell Group University?
The Russell group of universities is a group of some 20 universities which all have
excellent records in academic achievement and research. It is called the Russell
group because meetings of the group take place in the Russell Hotel. The term
is used as a sort of short hand for top universities but actually many of the top
universities are not part of this group. Durham for example is a top university
but did not join the Russell Group and instead is part of the 1994 group which
is a similar organisation. Universities who fall into these types of categories
generally only take students with top A level grades. Typically the minimum for
such universities will be at least ABB grades at A level and many will also look at
GCSE results as well, expecting students to have achieve mainly A* and A grades
at GCSE.
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